[Recurrence of hydatid cyst of liver: predictive factors: Tunisian experience].
Cystic echinococcosis is a public health problem. Surgery represents the basic treatment and the surgeon is regularly faced with the choice of the appropriate surgical procedure (radical versus conservative surgical approach). The conservative procedure is safe and easy but can lead to a recurrence in the site of residual cavity. The aim of this study was to evaluate the predictive factors of the recurrence of hepatic hydatid cysts, to optimize surgical management and to implement preventive measures. The current retrospective study included 391 patients with hepatic hydatid cysts operated at our institution from 1996 to 2006. The diagnosis of recurrence was suspected by radiological survey and confirmed at laparotomy. The univariate study of predictive factors of recurrence was based on the Fisher test and the multivariate one on the logistic regression model. The recurrence rate reached 12% in our study with an average period of 50 months. Univariate analysis showed that the predictive factors of recurrence were: the rural origin of patients, the voluminous cysts larger than 7 cm, and unilocular hydatid cyst. Multivariate analysis showed that only voluminous cysts and unilocular ones were the predictive factors of recurrence. The unilocular and voluminous hydatid cysts represent the cysts that relapse frequently because of their immunogenic character and the presence of exocysts in the pericysts. This is very important for the therapeutic strategy the main aim of which is to prevent the recurrence.